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ABSTRACT

The K - K mixing amplitude is calculated without using the standard

sero external momentum approximation. The resulting corrections

('*'-£• £n -|- are numerically significant for the real part of the amplitude,

' mc \
In ttie Imaginary part of the amplitude the effects of similar corrections are

less important. Implications for Anu and G are discussed.

The box diagram amplitude for K° - K° mixing was first computed by

Gaillard and Lee who used the zero external momentum approximation.

Subsequently it was pointed out 2' In a four quark model that corrections arising

due to non-vanishing external momenta are numerically significant
2

The purpose of this note is to generalize the results of Ref.2

to a six quark model so that the analysis of CP violation may also be

included. This is particularly important since several authors have

already observed that the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) model of CF violation based

on the standard SU(2) (x)U(l) model may not be compatible with the observed

value of the t parameter. Since numerical factors play an important role

in this analysis and the above corrections are apparently significant, their
k)effects should "be carefully examined

In Ref.2 the approximation that M is much larger compared to all

other relevant masses in the amplitude was used. This approximation, however,

is not appropriate when the top quark is included in the analysis. We have

therefore, used the exact formula ^' for the integrals that appear, in the

box diagram amplitude. In Ref. 5 the integrals were evaluated numerically
0 -0in the context of B - B systems. For the

written in a compact form under reasonable approximations

(m , m, « m_ <<

K - K Bystem they may be

m -- „, - . „, « m , m ). We thus obtain (neglecting three momenta of
"u" d a c t w

the external quarks)

M
Box
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where r̂  = 0.85, T\2 = 0.6, n3 = 0-
1* are EJCD correction factors6)

ĴJ 's are elements of the KM matrix 'r' v/f and (/£ are given by

H, =

2±
2. [±

j

0-a?) 3.0-0.0"
(2.b)

( 2 . c )

( l .c )

C, - -
(2.d)

- - 5/6

(l.d)

where 3 is the well known bag parameter • It should "be emphasized that

the scalar and pseudo scalar operators (Eq.l.d) arise by contracting external

four momenta in the amplitude with relevant spinor bilinears and then by using

the DIrac equation. The matrix elements of these operators in fact lead to the
p t lead

most significant corrections due to external momenta. The functions B.
( iC± (i = 1, 3, 3) are given by

and

(2.a)

3

1 3 4
-M2#t -54t

2 n-3..

4:

(2 .e )

(2.f) 1

where a = (m /M )̂ and A « (™S/
M

W) • ^ie ° t a t . e t . . . . ) corrections though
numerically significant in principle,do not affect Re KL2Csee below). Their
effect should be included in the computation of 6 . The 0(A) corrections are
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of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding terms in Ref.2. The

numerical coefficients obtained in the present analysis are somewhat different.

It should be noted that the B 's are practically the same as the COTTEsponging

quantities obtained In the zero external momentum approximation. The correction

(0(m2/m£)) is numerically insignificant. The significant corrections arise
c

due to the C. 'a. Using the unitarity of the KM matrix (i .e. X^ + Xc + 1̂ . = 0)

and the fact that in a convenient parametrization ImX = 0, we finally obtain

(from the real part of the amplitude) the box diagram contribution to the

K - K_ mass differences:

Arm K°\

(3)
The second term in the parenthesis gives the correction to the zero external

momentum approximation. In writing E4-{3)we have used the well-known result")
q)

that in view of the unexpectedly large B lifetime and the bound

R = T(b •+ ulv)/T(b •+ od\i) < O.h one; obtains (rfeX ) >> (ReA ReX ) >>
2 2 11) c c t

(ReX ) , (ImX ) . Using the current quark masses i a l ' 2 GeV and
t c c

m — 0*15 GeV and the well known values for the other parameters we obtain

(5)

Using Eq..(l4)lt is easy to see that the consistency of the standard model

requires D = 0 . M $ = l ) , 0 . 3 ( 3 = ^) e tc . This should be compared with the

recent theoretical estimates i ) -0.T < D < 3 1 B ' i i ) 0.6? ± 0.17 1 9 '

H i ) D » k6% (considering contributions form 2TT intermediate states o n l y ) 2 0 ' .

As is well known the uncertainties in the theoretical estimates are too large

to permit any definite conclusion regarding the status of the standard mod(-l

vis-a-vis Am .

In the imaginary part of the amplitude the contribution proportional
t o ceases to be the most important piece ana the contributions due to

external momenta turns out to be insignificant in comparison to the dominant

m contribution as is seen from the following expression:

Tm c CH3B3-n.BC)

H ? 0 X = (0.17) B (1 + 0.31) (It)

The theoretical estimates of the 3 parameter are infested with the usual

uncertainties of strong interaction physics. The popular vacuum saturation

approximation gives 5 * 1 while estimates from MIT bag model
(Si £3 0-U), cur ren t a lgebra 0-33) ana chiral perturbation theory
( 3 « > 3 3 ) lead to much smaller values. It i s , however, interesting to note
that even with the optimistic choice tfc = 1, ftm, in the zero external
momentum approximation is somewhat smaller than the experimental value
i i \ = 3.5 x 10" GeV and that the correction due to the Kaon mass (*31?) shifts
i t in the right direction • Unfortunately, the comparison of Am. with
the experimental result is by no means straightforward. In addition to the
already quoted uncertainties in the S> parameter, contributions from low mass
intermediate states complicate the situation . Introducing an independent
parameter D to represent the dispersive contributions to AITL one usually
writes

mt

(6)

where we have retained only the most significant correction due to the Kaon

mass. Using the values of EeX permitted by b decay data, m " Uo GeV and
t t

already quoted values of the other parameters it is easy to see that the Kaon mass

correction Is indeed insignificant. Nevertheless^ interesting contribution

to the observed CP violating parameter 6 parameter may still arise as

follows. The € parameter is given by t
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IVY, K i 2

(7)

where

contributions to M12

inat

and by definition

= Im A /Re A with «mp(Ku •+ ( im) ) * A ê ± . Since the 2ir

intermediate state is expected to dominate the non-perturbatlve long range

R e

where the superscript refers to the 2ir intermediate state contribution, one

obtains the much more convenient expression

(_ v.;
At the moment the uncertainties (theoretical and/or experimental) in the

31 parameter, m, ReX ImX , I etc. are too large to draw any firm conclusion

regarding the compatibility of the theoretical estimate of Eq. (8)with

experimental data. Some interesting features of the Kaon mass corrections

to the second term of Eq..{8)are, however, clear. The parameter K has been

theoretically estimated by several authors . Although the magnitude of

E involves considerable uncertainties i ts sign is found to be negative. The

enhancement of RefL through the Kaon mass correction as discussed above,

therefore, effectively, reduces the contributions of I m I ^ 2 to 6 . It has

already been observed that if the current algebraic estimate 3 * 0.33 is

taken seriously then i n E<1- C8)mav n o t f i t t h e experimental value of
23) The

POX

G for 30 < m < 50, the range suggested by recent UAI results

effective reduction of ImM^ X us discussed above will worsen the fit. Tor

example, Buras et al.(Ref. 3) have shown that (see Fig. k and Fig. 5) inclusion

of the K term in Eq..(8 increases the minimum m required to fit £ by a
P

small amount. The inclusion of the Kaon mass correction which enhances ^

will therefore, further increase ( R ) • Such an effect coolcl indeed be
t pan

important when m. is menEvired with sufficient accuracy.

The importance of the Kaon mass correction to the standard model

estimates of AHL and £ may not be fully appreciated at first sight. This

is essentially due to the presence of other larger uncertainties both

theoretical and experimental in the said estimates. Significant improvements

in the experimental data on T£ , R and mt and further sharpening of the

- 7 -

theoretical tools for analyzing D, 3 etc. will hopefully pin down the

standard model estimates of AIIL and £ to reasonable accuracy. The numerically

significant contribution due to the Kaon mass correction will then play a

significant role in confronting the standard model with experimental results.
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